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While the rest of campus remains calm, Hoover 2264 

bustles with activity at noon on a Saturday. Members of 

our mechanical team are busy at work in the computer 

lab sketching designs and using Autodesk Inventor. 

Although serious work is being done, the atmosphere is 

lively. The engineers kick off their shoes and fuel 

themselves with apples, candy and Red Bull. Music plays 

in the background while members crack jokes and 

collaborate on projects.

 

Rachel Eckert, a freshman on the composites sub team 

explains why she attends the workdays. "Mechanical 

workdays are great for collaboration because members 

of all sub teams are there. If you have a question, the 

person you need to ask is there. People answer each

SOLAR SATURDAYS
PrISUm Mechanical Team

 

In February, PrISUm was 

normiated for the Iowa State 

Engineering Student Council 

Outreach award, which is 

presented to the engineering 

club with the most extensive 

outreach. Although we did not 

win, we enjoyed attending the 

awards banquet and hearing 

from Jeff Gust, vice president 

of Human Resources at 

MidAmerican Energy. 

PRISUM 
RUNNER-UP 
FOR AWARD 

www.prisum.org

PrISUm Solar Car

@PrISUm_Solar

@prisumsolarcar

http://www.prisum.org/
http://www.prisum.org/
https://www.facebook.com/PrISUm.Solar.Car/
https://www.facebook.com/PrISUm.Solar.Car/
https://twitter.com/prisum_solar?lang=en
https://twitter.com/prisum_solar?lang=en
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In Mid-February, Walmart, a long time sponsor of 

PrISUm, shipped our molds to and from Altec so that 

they could create a chop-spray fiberglass tool off of our 

mold pattern. This process is vital to building a solid, 

safe body of the car. Because of these sponsors, we are 

a step closer to completing Eliana. Without their 

support, we would not have the same success at 

changing the  paradigm of transportation. We are so 

thankful for our sponsors and all they do for us!

WALMART AND ALTEC

Sponsor Highlight

other's questions and help eachother 

out."

 

These weekend workdays are vital for 

the team's success because they bring 

together our engineers and encourage 

communication among them. More 

experienced members give help and 

advice to newer members. Those 

working on related projects can cross-

reference their measurements and 

designs with each other. And last but 

not least, the workdays promote team 

bonding and friendship, encouraging 

teamwork across the club.

 

To the left: Rachel Eckert sketches 

the top of the car at a workday.



Director Updates

As some of you may know, I have the privilege to serve on the Student Innovation Center (SIC) Equipment and 

Fabrication Committee. This last month we have been quite active and have been working on ensuring the SIC 

serves the programming, spatial, and equipment needs of the student organizations it will house. Specifically, we 

have developed the list of fabrication equipment for the basement and first-floor fabrication labs as well as the 

layouts for each! Aside from SIC we have continued our race crew training and are itching to start building the 

physical car! We’re developing our pit stop procedures, analyzing issues we might face at competition and 

preparing for them, and hashing out our testing and strategy plans!

PROJECT DIRECTOR

Smeet Mistry

The mechanical team has accomplished a lot this path month from logistics and finalizing designs to getting 

manufacturing plans started. We recently got our top tool back from our partner, Altec, and are beginning 

framework on the tool to begin sanding early next week. The dynamics team has been hard at work optimizing the 

uprights, steering rack, and the lower A-Arm designs and is now getting ready to send out files to Technical 

Services Inc. to start machining. As we are approaching our unveil date, the team has been been finalizing a plan 

for the assembly of the car, and our Composites team is now hard at work creating a layup plan for the tub and 

top of the car out of Carbon fiber, generously donated to us from Hexcel! As Eliana starts to take shape, the 

mechanical team is now working together more with the electrical team to ensure a smooth integration of all 

mechanical and electrical systems into Eliania.

MECHANICAL DIRECTOR

Elliot Suiter and Mirza Velic

The electrical team has been working hard this past month getting the first revisions of all our boards soldered 

and tested. In our tests, we have already found ways to improve these boards and have started designing second 

revisions for most. With boards soldered, the electrical team is also able to start software testing for critical 

systems like our CAN network and Battery Protection System. As the team comes closer and closer to a finished 

car, electrical and mechanical teams are working together more to finalize plans for integrating everything into 

the car.

ELECTRICAL DIRECTOR

Jason Cheng and Jake Aunan



Director Updates

This month has had a focus on fundraising as the team is moving forward on the vehicle. We've been trying to 

involve more members of the team in reaching out to potential sponsors and securing donations. In addition to 

that, we have been continuing our work on social media teasing our new car. Recently, we have started to plan 

the unveiling of Eliana which will take place in a couple months. We are excited about Eliana and cannot wait to 

share her with our supporters!

BUSINESS DIRECTOR

Liz Walters

We had two outreach events in the month of February; The Quad Cities Engineering and Science Council 

(QCESC) Banquet on February 21st and the Fellows Elementary School Science Night on the 22nd. Here is a link 

to an article about the the QCESC banquet: https://qctimes.com/news/local/it-will-change-the-face-of-the-

quad-cities-forever/article_1572c8ce-8d99-5df2-abb9-a179056de802.html#7. PrISUm is featured at the end of 

the article and in a photograph! Below is a photo of us leading an activity explaining solar cars for a group of 

students at Fellows Elementary.

OUTREACH DIRECTOR

Mackenzie Klima

https://qctimes.com/news/local/it-will-change-the-face-of-the-quad-cities-forever/article_1572c8ce-8d99-5df2-abb9-a179056de802.html#7
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Thank you to our P15 Partners!
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_________________________

_________________________

_________________________
Central Iowa 
Machine, Co. 

George White - Ames
Joe and LuAnn 

Meyers


